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Reading  
PASSAGE 1. 

 

Read the passage given below. 

1. MaharanaPratap ruled over Mewar only for 25 years. However, he accomplished so much 

grandeurduring his reign that his glory surpassed the boundaries of countries and time turning 

him intoan immortal personality. He along with his kingdom became a synonym for valour, 

sacrifice andpatriotism. Mewar had been a leading Rajput kingdom even before 

MaharanaPratap occupiedthe throne. Kings of Mewar, with the cooperation of their nobles 

and subjects, had establishedsuch traditions in the kingdom, as augmented their magnificence 

despite the hurdles of having asmaller area under their command and less population. There 

did come a few thorny occasionswhen the flag of the kingdom seemed sliding down. Their 

flag once again heaved high in the skythanks to the gallantry and brilliance of the people of 

Mewar. 

 

2. The destiny of Mewar was good in the sense that barring a few kings, most of the rulers 

werecompetent and patriotic. This glorious tradition of the kingdom almost continued for 

1500 yearssince its establishment, right from the reign of BappaRawal. In fact only 60 years 

before MaharanaPratap, RanaSanga drove the kingdom to the pinnacle of fame. His 

reputation went beyondRajasthan and reached Delhi. Two generations before him, 

RanaKumbha had given anew statureto the kingdom through victories and developmental 

work. During his reign, literature and art also progressed extraordinarily. Rana himself was 

inclined towards writing and his works are read withreverence even today. The ambience of 

his kingdom was conducive to the creation of high qualitywork of art and literature. These 

accomplishments were the outcome of a longstanding traditionsustained by several 

generations. 

 

3. The life of the people of Mewar must have been peaceful and prosperous during the long 

span oftime; otherwise such extraordinary accomplishment in these fields would not have 

been possible.This is reflected in their art and literature as well as their loving nature. They 

compensate for lackof admirable physique by their firm but pleasant nature. The ambience of 

Mewar remains lovelythanks to the cheerful and liberal character of its people. 

 

4. One may observe astonishing pieces of workmanship not only in the forts and palaces of 

Mewarbut also in public utility buildings. Ruins of many structures which are still standing 

tall in theirgrandeur are testimony to the fact that Mewar was not only the land of the brave 

but also a seatof art and culture. Amidst aggression and bloodshed, literature and art 

flourished and creativepursuits of literature and artists did not suffer. Imagine, how glorious 

the period must have beenwhen the VijayaStambha which is the sample of our great ancient 

architecture even today, wasconstructed. In the same fort, KirtiStambha is standing high, 

reflecting how liberal the thenadministration was which allowed people from other 

communities and kingdoms to come andcarry out construction work. It is useless to indulge 
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in the debate whether the VijayaStambha wasconstructed first or the KirtiStambha. The fact 

is that both the capitols are standing side by sideand reveal the proximity between the king 

and the subjects of Mewar. 

 

5. The cycle of time does not remain the same. Whereas the reign of RanaSanga was crucial 

inraising the kingdom to the acme of glory, it also proved to be his nemesis. History took a 

turn. Thefortune of Mewar — the land of the brave — started waning. Rana tried to save the 

day with hisacumen which was running against the stream and the glorious traditions for 

some time. 

 

1.1 On the basis of your understanding of the above passage answer each of the 

questions with thehelp of options that follow. 

 

(a) MaharanaPratap became immortal because ................................. . 

 

(i) he ruled Mewar for 25 years (ii) he added a lot of grandeur to Mewar 

(iii) of his valour, sacrifice and patriotism (iv) both (ii) and (iii) 

 

(b) Difficulties in the way of Mewarwere ................................. . 

 

(i) lack of cooperation of the nobility (ii) ancient traditions of the kingdom 

(iii) its small area and small population (iv) the poverty of the subjects 

 

(c) During thorny occasions ................................. . 

 

(i) the flag of Mewar seemed to be lowered 

(ii) the flag of Mewar was hoisted high 

(iii) the people of Mewar showed gallantry 

(iv) most of the rulers heaved a sigh of relief 

 

(d) Mewar was lucky because ................................. . 

 

(i) all of its rulers were competent (ii) most of its people were competent 

(iii) most of its rulers were competent (iv) only a few of its people were incompetent 

 

(e) RanaSanga‟s reputation went ................................. . 

 

(i) beyond Rajasthan to Delhi (ii) beyond Rajasthan to the Southern states 

(iii) down with each passing day (iv) beyond Rajasthan to Gujarat 

 

1.2 Answer the following questions briefly. 

(a) Who is the earliest king of Mewar mentioned in the passage? 

(b) What was RanaKumbha‟s contribution to the glory of Mewar? 

(c) What does the writer find worth admiration in the people of Mewar? 

(d) How could art and literature flourish in Mewar? 

(e) How did the rulers show that they cared for their subjects? 

(f) What does the erection of VijayaStambha and KirtiStambha in the same fort signify? 

 

1.3 Answer any three of the following questions in 25–30 words: 

(a) What factors contributed to turning MaharanaPratap into an immortal personality? 

(b) Explain the line: „The destiny of Mewas was good.‟ 

(c) How did the flag which had been sliding down once again heave high? 
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(d) “The cycle of time changed and history took a turn.” What had happened? 

 

1.4 Find words from the passage which mean the same as: 

(a) surprising (para 4)  

(b) evidence (para 4) 

(c) of great importance (para 5) 

 

2. Read the passage given below. 

 

1. How often do we remember to treat others as you would like them to treat you? In our 

quest toget more and more, we forget that the quality of our lives depends on the kind of 

personalitieswe have cultivated for ourselves. Genes might play a role when it comes to one‟s 

disposition, butthe major portion of our attitudes and behaviour is influenced by the choices 

we make. So in thebeginning of every year should you resolve to make more money, learn a 

new language, travelmore frequently then you must discontinue to be the same grumpy, 

impatient soul you alwayswere, should you then not seek to refine your character, focus on 

nuances like how you treatpeople, react to challenges and deal with stressful situations? For 

most people such a course wouldyield rich results. 

 

2. According to Mary Thomas, usually our New Year resolutions remain unachieved because 

we tryto achieve the impossible or, sometimes, just add more goals that we wish to 

accomplish to thelist of resolutions, but, strangely, we do not remember much about them 

during the course of theyear as we do not seem to value them enough to complete them. The 

better option would be toaddress something fundamental to you, to who you really are, and 

go ahead with completing theminstead of making any drastic resolutions which you will 

never be able to fulfil. You could resolveto be a better person by having a positive attitude 

towards people you come across in life. Thiscould involve being nice with the lady who 

cleans the house, or your colleague who sits near you,but you never interacted with. Another 

trick is to acknowledge people for the value they add toyour personal or professional life. By 

extending basic courtesies to people around you, you addvalue to your life and that pays off 

in the long run. 

 

3. Sometimes, we know that there is room for improvement as far as our personalities are 

concernedbut we have little or no idea where to make the start. An easy starting point could 

be to lookfor opportunities in one‟s immediate surroundings. One positive starting point 

could be takinga positive attitude towards life and dispelling all negative thoughts. You could 

make a positivebeginning by being a better person at work. This means treating everyone 

with respect. You shouldnot only interact politely, but also value each person‟s ideas 

however far removed they may be, toyour own. After all, your friend‟s ideas are an integral 

part of the organisation to which both ofyou belong. Inculcating this habit of making an effort 

to talk to people you would normally nothave to interact with on a daily basis, would make 

you a better person at the workplace. 

 

4. Also, you do not have to do something extraordinary to prove your good intentions. Just 

greetingor smiling at your colleagues first thing in the morning could always brighten 

someone‟s day.These are simple things that we are taught while growing but tend to forget as 

we move throughlife. So essentially, being better is an exercise in learning to be nice, and 

you will see that playingnice will get your work done better than scolding or frowning or 

passing orders. 

 

5. A purposeful life should contain skills that lead to practical changes. After all, no people 

are alike,so why should your ideas be the only right solution? A company, where individual 
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differencesare nurtured, information is not suppressed, soon becomes a workplace that adds 

value to itsemployees, rather than merely extracting work out of them. It makes workers feel 

intrinsicallyrewarded. It is, therefore, imperative that co-workers and partners share a 

camaraderie thattranscends mere professional conduct and delivery. Thus, for a person who 

wishes to remainhappy and content, it is as valuable to spend time on nurturing qualities like 

friendship andconsideration as it is on acquiring skills and knowledge. 

 

2.1 On the basis of your understanding of the above passage, complete the statements 

given belowwith the help of options that follow. 

 

(a) The quality of our lives depends on ................................. . 

(i) the personalities we have cultivated for ourselves 

(ii) the number of New Year resolutions we make 

(iii) the challenges that people give us 

(iv) None of the above 

 

(b) Our New Year resolutions remain unfulfilled, according to Mary Thomas, because we 

.......... 

(i) make too many resolutions  

(ii) add more goals than what we can accomplish 

(iii) get caught up with our studies  

(iv) feel happy about them 

 

(c) To add value to your life you ................................. . 

(i) must earn more money 

(ii) become more hardworking 

(iii) should be nice to the people in your immediate surroundings 

(iv) only (ii) and (iii) 

 

(d) Workers feel intrinsically rewarded if ................................. . 

(i) they are given bonuses 

(ii) their work is given recognition 

(iii) their individual differences are acknowledged 

(iv) none of the above 

 

(e) Playing worse will ................................. . 

(i) label you as a flatterer (ii) not help you at all 

(iii) make people see through you (iv) get your work done better 

 

2.2 Answer the following questions briefly. 

(a) What kind of workplace adds value to its employees? 

(b) What is the key to remain happy and content? 

(c) What are the advantages of being nice to people? 

(d) What are the advantages of extending courtesies to people? 

(e) Mention three resolutions that people usually make in the New Year. 

(f) Why are New Year resolutions left unresolved? 

 

2.3 Answer any three of the following questions in 25–30 words. 

(a) How do our personalities affect our quality of life? 

(b) How can we make a good start to improve our personality? 

(c) How does acknowledging people for their value in your life help you become a better 

person? 
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(d) Why is camaraderie important among employees at a workplace? 

2.4 Find words from the passage which mean the same as: 

(a) the natural qualities of a person‟s character (para 1) 

(b) basic (para 2) 

(c) to prevent something from being expressed (para 5) 

 

3. Read the passage given below. 

 

1. Murdstone and Grinby‟s warehouse was at the waterside. It was down in Blackfriars. 

Modernimprovements have altered the place; but it was the last house at the bottom of a 

narrow street,curving downhill to the river, with some stairs at the end, where people took 

boat. It was a crazyold house with a wharf of its own, abutting on the water when the tide was 

in, and on the mud whenthe tide was out, and literally over‑run with rats. Its panelled rooms, 

discoloured with the dirt andsmoke of a hundred years, I dare say; its decaying floors and 

staircase; the squeaking and scufflingof the old grey rats down in the cellars; and the dirt and 

rottenness of the place; are things, not omany years ago, in my mind, but of the present 

instant. They are all before me, just as they were inthe evil hour when I went among them for 

the first time, with my trembling hand in Mr. Quinion‟s. 

 

2. Murdstone and Grinby‟s trade was among a good many kinds of people, but an important 

branchof it was the supply of wines and spirits to certain packet ships. I forget now where 

they chieflywent, but I think there were some among them that made voyages both to the East 

and West Indies. I know that a great many empty bottles were one of the consequences of this 

traffic, and that certain men and boys were employed to examine them against the light, and 

reject those thatwere flawed, and to rinse and wash them. When the empty bottles ran short, 

there were labels tobe pasted on full ones, or corks to be fitted to them, or seals to be put 

upon the corks, or finishedbottles to be packed in casks. All this work was my work, and of 

the boys employed upon it. I was one. 

 

3. There were three or four of us, counting me. My working place was established in a corner 

of thewarehouse, where Mr. Quinion could see me, when he chose to stand up on the bottom 

rail of hisstool in the counting-house, and look at me through a window above the desk. 

Hither, on the firstmorning of my so auspiciously beginning life on my own account, the 

oldest of the regular boys was summoned to show me my business. His name was Mick 

Walker, and he wore a ragged apronand a paper cap. He informed me that his father was a 

bargeman, and walked, in a black velvet head-dress, in the Lord Mayor‟s Show. He also 

informed me that our principal associate would be another boy whom he introduced by the—

to me—extraordinary name of Mealy Potatoes. I discovered, however, that this youth had not 

been christened by that name, but that it had been bestowed upon him in the warehouse, on 

account of his complexion, which was pale or mealy. Mealy‟s father was a waterman, who 

had the additional distinction of being a fireman, and was engaged as such at one of the large 

theatres; where some young relation of Mealy‟s—I think his little sister—did Imps in the 

Pantomimes. 

 

4. No words can express the secret agony of my soul as I sunk into this companionship; 

comparedthese henceforth every day associates with those of my happier childhood—not to 

say withSteerforth, Traddles, and the rest of those boys; and felt my hopes of growing up to 

be a learned and distinguished man, crushed in my bosom. The deep remembrance of the 

sense I had, of being utterly without hope now; of the shame I felt in my position; of the 

misery it was to my young heart to believe that day by day what I had learned, and thought, 

and delighted in, and raised my fancy and my emulation up by, would pass away from me, 

little by little, never to be brought back any more; cannot be written. 
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3.1 On the basis of your understanding of the above passage, complete the statements 

given below with the help of options that follow. 

 

(a) The warehouse of Murdstone and Grinsby was located ................................. . 

(i) at the waterside down in Blackfriars (ii) in an old building near the prison 

(iii) on decaying floors and squeaky stairs (iv) downhill to the river 

 

(b) The writer‟s workplace was established ................................. . 

(i) in the front office (ii) in the back office 

(iii) in a corner of the warehouse (iv) in the middle of the warehouse 

 

(c) MrQuinion could look at the narrator ................................. . 

(i) from above his desk (ii) through the corner of his eyes 

(iii) by standing on a stool (iv) through a window above his desk 

 

(d) The boy appointed to show the narrator his business was ................................. . 

(i) Grinby (ii) Murdstone 

(iii) Mealy (iv) Mick Walker 

 

(e) The youth was christened by that name because ................................. . 

(i) he wanted it that way (ii) it was his parents‟ choice 

(iii) he had a pale complexion (iv) it was his childhood name 

 

3.2 Answer the following questions briefly. 

(a) Write two features of the warehouse of Murdstone and Grinby. 

(b) What work did the narrator have to do at the warehouse? 

(c) Why was Mick Walker chosen to show the narrator his business? 

(d) What were the narrator‟s reactions to his new associates? 

(e) Who was their principal associate and how was he introduced? 

(f) Where was Mealy‟s father engaged? 

 

3.3 Answer any three of the following questions in 25–30 words. 

(a) Why does the author call the warehouse crazy? 

(b) What was unique about the writer‟s working place? 

(c) What were the empty bottles a consequence of and what was their fate? 

(d) How were the writer‟s dreams of becoming a learned and distinguished man crushed? 

 

3.4 Find words from the passage which mean the same as: 

(a) unsteady (para 1) 

(b) a theatrical entertainment involving music, jokes, etc. (para 3) 

(c) having a lot of knowledge (para 4) 

 

4. Read the passage given below. 

1. The newest stress buster is paper yoga. Adults are now changing over from their 

smartphonesto colouring books to beat anxiety and relax. They spend hours hunched over the 

drawing ofmandalas filling in their words into the circle, with colours. These adult colouring 

books areclassified in the adult category and are becoming fast selling items as people reach 

out to them torelax their minds. And it is not just mandala drawings that are in vogue. Others 

settle for elaborate landscapes, cultural tableaux, brimming with images of dancers, singers 

and concerts. Involutes of various shapes also make up this list. 
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2. Just as the demand has kept growing, there are also authors who are much in demand for 

theirrelaxing creations. Leading in this field is Johanna Basford, who has sold 1.4 million 

copies of her books „Secret Garden‟, „Enchanted Forest‟ and „Lost Ocean‟, in a matter of just 

two years. More bookstores have now started stocking such books as customers are asking 

for them. Publishers now contend that it is not just celebrity authors in this category but any 

book with the tag-line „destress‟ has a readymade market for it. 

 

3. Another reason for the success of these books is that they are multilingual in the way that 

theyspeak to adults of all age groups, cultures and dispositions. Even nursery teachers are fast 

becoming customers of these books not because they are overworked but because of the fun 

that even fiveyearolds are having with these colouring books. 

 

4. The new trend has been dubbed „Paper Yoga‟. While the junior versions of these books 

holdsimple generously proportioned patterns, that allow for a child‟s broad strokes, the adult 

variantstypically have tight kaleidoscopes that require a fine pen and a staunch eye. As they 

do not requirespecial skills to execute, publishers are marketing it with the tag-line that their 

target customer isanyone who can draw satisfaction from something beautiful. The skills of 

drawing and colouringor conceptualization, essentials for the art of drawing, are not in this 

list of requirements. Thusthe phobia of being an expert or amateur is not a deterrent. 

 

5. So far, publishers have had to import their stock as there are not sufficient titles available. 

Butillustrators are fast catching up with this trend and some have even ventured into self-

publishingin this line. Others are innovating still more meaningful inputs into this work by 

asking customersto bring their own experiences to the book. 

 

6. Individual stories of success are making an appearance too. Illustrator InduHarikumar 

startedher self-published colouring book, „Beauty Needs Space‟, on social media. She priced 

a copy of artworks at `1500 each and sold 155 of the 200 she had printed. „People have 

written to say thatthey connected with the book as they worked on it.‟ 

 

7. While adults are discovering their inner selves through this creative pursuit, art-based 

therapeuticswarn against expecting too much from these books for saving lives or minds. At 

best, they calm themind and are a temporary diversion, for the mind and cut off the noise of 

clamouring thoughts.These books they claim can offer therapeutic returns only when used in 

conjunction with atherapist‟s counsel. As yet the entire process is undergoing a testing time 

but whatever little of ithas emerged, is being hailed as a step in the positive direction. 

 

 

4.1 On the basis of your understanding of the above passage, complete the statements 

given belowwith the help of options that follow. 

(a) Adults spend hours over their mandalas ................................. . 

(i) colouring them (ii) filling in the words into them 

(iii) filling in messages into them (iv) writing their life history in them 

 

(b) Johanna Basford named her colouringbooks ................................. . 

(i) Basford Gardens, Secret Garden 

(ii) Paper Yoga, Beauty Needs Space 

(iii) Enchanted Forest, Paper Boats 

(iv) Secret Garden, Enchanted Forest, Lost Ocean 

 

(c) InduHarikumar started her colouringbook ................................. . 

(i) on the social media (ii) in public spaces 
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(iii) in school classrooms (iv) in international meets 

 

(d) Colouring books can serve best if combined with ................................. . 

(i) a temporary diversion of the mind (ii) working on social media 

(iii) a therapist‟s counsel (iv) without a therapist‟s advice 

 

(e) People wrote to Harikumar saying that they ................................. . 

(i) could not connect with her books 

(ii) found the price of the books steep 

(iii) connected with the books as they worked on it 

(iv) lost their interest while going through the books 

 

4.2 Answer the following questions briefly. 

(a) What is the newest stress buster and what does it use? 

(b) What topics distinguish adult colouring books? 

(c) Why are the publishers forced to import stock? 

(d) What is the latest trend in this line? 

(e) Who is the leading author in this field? 

(f) Trace the growth of an Indian author in this line. 

 

4.3 Answer any three of the following questions in 25–30 words. 

(a) What has made the nursery teachers become customers of these books? 

(b) State the views of the publishers regarding these relaxing creations. 

(c) Explain how this new trend does not need one to be either an expert or an amateur. 

(d) What is the least that can be expected from following this creative pursuit? 

 

4.4 Find words from the passage which mean the same as: 

(a) vast and detailed (para 1) 

(b) written or printed in several languages (para 3) 

(c) an extreme fear of something (para 4) 

 

********** 


